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CRF Newsletter

ANNUAL MEETING
This year's CRF Annual
Meeting will be held in
Tucson, Arizona on
November 2-3. Plan to be
there. See notice on p.2.
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INSIDE ...
NONPOINT POLLUTION AT
MCNP
MAMMOTH CAVE BIOSPHERE RESERVE
CARLSBAD ANNIVERSARY,
BIG FIRE
DDT- STILL A PROBLEM
FOR CARLSBAD BATS
CRF FELLOWSHIP
AWARDS - John Tinsley
DISCOVERY AND POLITICS
AT POWDER MILL- Mel
Park
REVIEW: A Man Deep in
Mendip
CHAT WITH A RUSSIAN
VISITOR
MISSOURI CAVE INVENTORY - Mick Sutton

PLUS all the latest on THE
GUADALUPES, MISSOURI,
CAUFORNIA, and
MAMMOTH CAVE.
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Line plot of the four miles mapped to date in Powder
Mill Creek Cave, Shannon County, Missouri.
(topography from USGS Powder Mill quad).
/ . Cartographe r Doug Baker is working on a mu!Li-shcct
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CRF NEWSLETTER Volume 18,
No.3

Established 1973
Editors, Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton
Route 1, Box 110A
Annapolis, MO 63620
Production Manager, Richard Zopf
Quarterly: Feb., May, Aug ., Nov.
Subscriptions $5 .00 per year. Free to JVs.
Deadline: One month before the first of the issue
month.
The CRF NEWSLETTER is a publication of the
Cave Research Foundation, a non-profit organization incorporated in 1957 under the laws of
Kentucky for the purpose of furthering research,
conservation, and education about caves and karst.
For information about the CRF, write to: Ron
Bridgeman, CRF President, 4074 W Redwing
Street, Tucson, AZ 85741.

Also ... The Board of Directors of the Lechuguilla Cave
Project recently voted to withdraw support from the
precision survey, leaving it exclusively a CRF project.
NEWSLETTER DONATIONS: Send your tax
deductible contributions to Roger McClure, 4700
Amberwood Drive, Dayton, OH 45424. Make checks
payable to Cave Research Foundation, and indicate that
your donation is for the Newsleuer.

Notes from Here and There
Patty Jo Watson was featured in an article by
M. M. Costantin in the Spring, 1990, issue of Washington, a Washington University publication. Describing Patty Jo's numerous archeological achievements,
the author recounts Red Watson' s wedding present to
Pat: "He'd given her caving gear- hard hat with carbide
lamp attached, cotton gloves , knee crawlers, containers
for carbide and water, and a small canvas bag. She'd
never before set fool in a cave."
Darlene and Jim Borden are the proud new
parents of Kathleen, born this June.

BULLETIN BOARD
ADDRESS CORRECTIONS: Moved? Missing
some copies? (The Newsleuer is not forwarded). Send
address corrections to Richard Zopf, 830 Xenia A venue,
Yellow Springs, OH 45387, with $1.25 for each back
issue requested.
ADDRESS CHANGE: Ron Kerbo's new address for
personal mail is: P.O. Box 116, White City, NM
88268-0116. Official NPS business should be addressed
to Ron at: Carlsbad Caverns National Park, 3225
National Park Highway, Carlsbad, NM 88220.
NOVEMBER NEWSLETTER DELAY: Since
the editors plan to be on vacation during much of
October, the November Newsleuer will be somewhat
delayed . It should appear by late November. Deadline
for article submissions remains October 1.
GUADALUPE HOOTER, newsletter of CRF's
Guadalupe area operations, has a new editor. Send
comments, complaints, and material for publication to
Dick DesJardins, 599 Mission Ave. N.E., Albuquerque,
NM 87107.
LECHUGUILLA PRECISION SURVEY
PROJECT: The scheduled Memorial Day expedition
was cancelled due to lack of people. The July 28August 3 trip should carry the survey down Boulder
Falls. Subsequent trips scheduled for September and
November are filling up fast- please book early (see
schedule on back page). Theodolite people are needed to
be lead instrument person for an expedition in 1991. If
you feel comfortable with the instrument and technique,
please call Jim Hardy (505-345-1709). We will
schedule expeditions around your availability.

>>> CRF ANNUAL MEETING <<<

TUCSON - NOVEMBER 2-3
The CRF Board of Directors will meet in Tucson,
Arizona, November 2-3, 1990, on the campus of the
University of Arizona. The annual Members Meeting
will be held November 3 at 1:00 PM in the main auditorium of the Optical Sciences Building. All JVs and
their guests are encouraged to attend.
Debbie Buecher is making all arrangements; for
reservations or information call Debbie at 602-7221287. Please call her 30 days prior to the meeting if
you plan to come and wish to auend the banquet
(probably Mexican food).
The after-dinner speaker will be Bob Buecher. He
will discuss the ongoing environmental assessment at
Kartchner Cavern Stale Park.
A get-together will be held at the Bridgemons' on
Friday night. Those looking for floor space can contact
Debbie Buecher, Ron Bridgeman (602-744-2243), or
Anita Pape (602-745-0261). For assistance with motels
and/or travel arrangements, contact Sue Bridgeman.
There is a lot to see in the Tucson area so plan to
stay at least through Sunday. Sunday caving trips can
be arranged as well as a visit to the world famous
Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum with its excellent
artificial cave.
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.JAKE ELBERFELD. 1938-1990
Jacob H. Elberfeld, M.D. died on June 26 as a
result of injuries sustained in a car crash. Elberfeld was
active at Flint Ridge in the early to mid 1960's and took
part in the explorations leading to the discovery of
Candlelight River, Agony Avenue, and Houchins River.
His name is immortalized in a key part of the route,
Jake's Breathing Trail, a crawl leading from Gravel
Avenue to Shower Shaft which he discovered in
January, 1960. At the time of his death, Elberfeld was
living in Marysville, Ohio where he worked as an
emergency room physician with the Community
Medical Center, Marion, Ohio. He is survived by his
wife Kathy, and two children.

NON-POINT SOURCE POLLUTION
AT MAMMOTH CAVE
Mammoth Cave National Park is involved in a
multi agency effort to study and combat non-point
source pollution of groundwater in the Mammoth Cave
region. The objective of the water quality project, to
reduce pollution in and around the Mammoth Cave
National Park area, requires extensive local, state and
federal coordination to cover the more than 240,000 acre
drainage basin. The primary source of non-point source
pollution is agricultural runoff, and agricultural management practices will be the main focus of attention.
Agricultural is the region ' s most important economic
activity next to tourism.
At least 15,000 active sinkholes allow direct entry
of water runoff into the ground-water system flowing
into the park. Most of the drainage area is outside
National Park boundaries.
Seven Federal agencies arc actively taking part in
the Mammoth Cave Water Quality Project: the NPS,
the EPA, the Tennessee Valley Authority, the U.S.
Geological Survey, the Dcparunent of Agriculture's
Soil Conservation Service, Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Service, and the Farmers Home

Most groundwater policy makers have not addressed
the distinction between karst and other groundwater
CUJuifers
Administration. State agencies involved include the
Kentucky Division of Water, the Division of
Conservation, the Kentucky Geological Survey, the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture, and
Western Kentucky University Center for Cave and Karst
Studies. The Mammoth Cave Karst Area Water Quality
Oversight Committee consists of county government
representatives from each of the five counties in the
project area
The Park Service's role in the overall effort is to
initiate a program to monitor groundwater and surface
water quality within the park, to thereby identify
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existing water quality pollution sources and problems,
and to provide a baseline by which to judge future trends
in water quality.
CRF's LaJuana Wilcher, recently appointed
EPA's Assistant Administrator for Water, spoke with
the Newsleuer about the direction the EPA is Laking
toward groundwater protection: "The relationship
between groundwater quality and surface water quality
has not been recognized significantly in environmental
protection. Most groundwater policy makers have not
addressed the distinction between karst and other
groundwater aquifers. As a result, not enough work has
been done on the differences that occur in groundwater
contamination in karst areas .. .The EPA under the
administration of William Reilly is really trying to
focus on an ecosystem approach . We are looking at
how the EPA can better coordinate state and federal
groundwater protection activities."

MAMMOTH CAVE REGION
BIOSPHERE RESERVE
The United Nations Scientific, Educational, and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) has designated the
Mammoth Cave Area as a unit of the International
Network of Biosphere Reserves. · The new 206,029 acre
Biosphere Reserve includes Mammoth Cave National
Park and adjoining areas within the groundwater recharge
area of the underground Mammoth Cave ecosystem .
The area is the 46th in the U.S . to receive the prestigious designation, and one of 283 biosphere reserves
worldwide. The Cave Research Foundation had previously joined other groups in announcing its resolution
of support for nomination of the Mammoth Cave area.
In nominating the Mammoth Cave region, the U.S.
National Committee for Man and the Biosphere underscored the area's long history of research on groundwater
hydrology and cave ecosystems.
The Mammoth Cave system is the longest and
most diverse cave ecosystem known. It supports a rich
cave-adapted fauna, including two species of troglobitic
fish, troglobitic crayfish, and a large variety of other
invertebrates, including the rare and endangered
Kentucky cave shrimp, endemic to the region .
In announcing CRF's support, President Ron
Bridgemon stated that "research, inventory and monitoring has promoted a depth of understanding of the Mammoth Cave System and Region almost unparalleled in
the National Park System."
Biosphere Reserves arc important centers for developing the knowledge and skills required to conserve an
outstanding example of a particular ecosystem and its
genetic resources within the context of sustainable
patterns of human uses and activities. They provide a
framework for building programs for regional and
international cooperation.
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SIXTY YEARS AT CARLSBAD
CAVERNS NATIONAL PARK

CARLSBAD CAVERNS BACKCOUNTRY BURNED IN BIG BLAZE

In May, Carlsbad Caverns National Park celebrated
its 60th anniversary. Originally proclaimed Carlsbad
Cave National Monument by President Calvin Coolidge
on October 25, 1923, the Cavern and over 40,000 acres
around it were made a National Park by an Act of
Congress signccl into law by President Herbert Hoover
on May 14, 1930. Special events to mark the anniversary includccl speeches by Superintendent Wallace Elms,
Carlsbad Mayor Robert Forrest, and Congressman Joe
Skeen. Park rangers in various costumes talked with
visitors about the history and exploration of the Cavern,
and special trips went to Lower Cave and Left Hand
Tunnel, areas not usually open to the public.
Becoming the nation's 26th National Park the year
after the stock market crash and in a year of severe
drought, Carlsbad Cavern nonetheless drew visitors from
throughout the United States and the world. The fee in
1930 to go into the Cavern was $2 (versus $4 today).
Due to the drought, newly installed flush toilets could
not be put into opermion. As work on the elevator
shaft into the Cavern was just beginning, the trip was
nearly an all day affair, with groups descending and
climbing back up to the natural entrance, in addition to
walking over five miles within the cave. Much of the
route was over steep wooden stairways, since replaced
by ramps and switchbacks.

A large fire in the Guadalupes in May burned
33,000 acres, including 11,000 acres of the back-country
wilderness area in Carlsbad Caverns National Park.

The park entrance road followccl a different route
than today; dust, slippery mud, and potholes were
regular hazards on the grc~vcl road . Many park employees were still living in Lents, as the stone buildings used
for employee housing (and later CRF facilities) had not
been complctccl.
Inside the Cavern, several important discoveries
were made in 1930. One discovery was Lake of the
Clouds, the Cavern's deepest point. Another was the
finding of an Indian sandal ncar the entrance during trail
construction . The Nicholson Expedition- more publicity than subst.ancc- also took place in 1930. Frank
Ernest Nicholson, a newspaper man, wirccl a series of
stories about his cavern "explorations" to a daily audience of 20 million people. About the only new thing
discovered by Nicholson not already found by Jim White
or park rangers was a deep pit off Lower Cave still
known as Nicholson's Pit.
In its first full year of operation in 1924, Carlsbad
Cavern had only I ,876 visitors. That figure climbcclto
91,000 in 1930 when it became a national park , and
now averages close to 800,000 visitors per year.
Altogether, more than 31 million people have visitccl
the Cavern since it became part of the National Park
System.

The portion of the park which burned was along the
eastern Guadalupe Mountains escarpment from Double
Canyon to Slaughter Canyon in the southwestern part
of the park. The fire also burned 22,000 acres on adjoining National Forest, Bureau of Land Management,
and private lands. Tours in New Cave in Slaughter
Canyon were suspended for several days, but visitor
services were otherwise unaffected. The closest the fire
came to the park's visitor center and main cavern area
was eight miles.

MEXICAN FREET AIL BATS STILL
AFFECTED BY DDT
Research conducted by Dr. Kenneth Geluso indicates that the Mexican freetail baL<> (Tadarida brasiliensis
mexicana) at Carlsbad Cavern arc still being adversely
affected by DDT and its breakdown products, DDJ:: and
DDD. Dr. Geluso, of the University of Nebraska
Biology Department, has been doing research on the
Carlsbad Cavern bat colony since 1973.
The use of DDT in the U.S. peaked in 1959 and
decreased sharply after restrictions went into effect in
December, 1972. The use of DDT in Mexico also
declinccl steadily and significantly from 1973 to 1980.
Earlier tests for pesticide residues had indicated a
gradual decline in the levels of DDT and DDE in the
bats from 1973 to 1983. However, tests for the years
1987 and 1988 show the levels of DDE in the Carlsbad
Cavern bats have increased sharply and arc now back to
the concentrations that were present in 1973. The bats
are particularly vulnerable to the pesticide during migration, when DDT-cont.aminated fat reserves are mobilized.
The source of the cont.amination is not known, but
the same pallern does not seem to hold true at other bat
caves in the southwest where research has been done on
the same species. Although a 1983 U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service study along the Pecos and Rio Grande
river drainages seems to confirm that southeastern New
Mexico is a hot spot for DDT contamination, the source
of the contamination, or why the problem persists,
remains a mystery.
(Information for the above articles was provided by the News
Release service of Carlsbad Caverns National Park).
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CRF FELLOWSHIP AWARDS, 1990
by John Tinsley, Chairman, CRF Science Committee
In 1990, four research proposals were submitted to
the Foundation, and three of these received funding. The
number of proposals was down considerably compared
to the past three years, when 10 to 13 proposals per year
were submitted. The reason for the decrease isn't
known; experience shows that the.>e affairs tend to be
somewhat variable if not cyclic in nature. Actually, the
reviewers appreciated having a job to do that required
less than one day.
Paul Richards, Department of Biological
Sciences, University of Illinois at Chicago, receives a
$2500 fellowship for a proposal to study the effects of
predation on the cave rat fecal community of Mammoth
Cave National Park, using field and labomtory
approaches.
Predation is among the most important of several
interactions determining community structure. The
relatively simple community offers advantages and
challenges - advantages owing to only slight fluctuations in environment and low species diversity in most
communities; challenges stemming from the reality that
the rat fecal community is complex enough to allow
generalizations to much more complex non-cave
communities. There are a number of trophic levels,
variation in sizes of specimens within each trophic
level, and potentials for indirect interactions as well as
abiotic effects, both on a micro scale and seasonally.
The research is the first to address the subject of
predation in the cave rat fecal community.
Ira D. Sasowsky, Department of Geology,
Pennsylvania State University, receives a $2200 fellowship for a proposal to study the karst hydrology of the
Obey River Gorge, Tennessee.
Mr. Sasowski's study of the deeply incised gorge on
the Cumberland Plateau is designed to develop a model
of drainage basin evolution, including a timescale applicable to the Appalachian Highlands on the basis of paleomagnetic, geochemical, hydrologic, and spclcogenetic
techniques. The basin is distinguished by a large
catchment, high hydrologic gradients, and a history of
rapid downcutting in a relatively simple structural
setting. In addition to the basic questions such as 1)
how does groundwater evolve as it moves through this
system? and 2) what arc the effects of mixing and dilution in the karst aquifer? the research offers an opportunity to determine a minimum age for the Highland Rim
(Harrisburg) surface, on the basis of paleomagnetic
dating of cave sediments.
A $1000 grant is awarded to Christopher
Groves, Department of Environmental Sciences,
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, for a proposal
entitled Early Development of Karst Systems. Mr.
Groves intends to build upon recent ~hcoretical advances
concerning the dissolution kinetics within the C02H20-CaC03 system and to examine fundamental

questions including 1) what is the role and importance
of the threshold between laminar and turbulent now
within conduits? and 2) by what mechanism do conduits
overcome what seem to be initially short penetrdtion
lengths?
The Cave Research Foundation extends congratulations to these perceptive students, and wishes them the
best of times as they pursue their promising research .

POWDER MILL CREEK CAVE
by Mel Park
Last August, I found myself on the way to
Missouri for a long-planned camping and caving trip .
The camping was to be on the banks of the Jacks Fork
River in the Ozark National Scenic Riverways. The
caving was to be as a member of a CRF project taking
place at Powder Mill Creek Cave, a fairly we ll known
cave administered by the Missouri Deparunent of
Conservation (MDC).
Powder Mill Creek Cave is a study of contrasts. It
is well known but then it is not. It is a young cave, in
geological terms, but it is in ancient rock - amongst the
oldest limestone that there is. The cave has been abused
by locals, but not the kind of local s or the type of abuse
that you might expect. How is all thi s?
Powder Mill Creek Cave has had local notori ety as
a fair-sized cave for some time. By the early 1960's, it
was well known among those in organized caving.
Exploration, not survey work, during the ensuing years
gave rise to an unofficial length of four miles. This
was later publi shed in Dwight Weaver's Missouri. the
Cave State, making it, by his tally, the eighth longest
cave in Missouri. In our trip that August night, we
added enough new survey to make Powder Mill
officially the ninth longest cave in Missouri, surpassing
Meramec Caverns. The trip we made and the maps I got
to study left me with the impression that the cave is
still largely unexplored.
Before its gating, the cave had been extensively
visited by locals, both cavers and non-cavers, and it had
a sad hi story of abuse. The abuse was not only vandalism during weekend beer-busts (although there was
some of that) but mis-spent effort by "serious" cavers.
These people scooped cave and they did not produce the
surveys or the maps that they had promised. Eventually , they lost access to the cave.
The cave is young and it is pri stine. It is the
youngest and most energetic cave that I can remember
being in. Everywhere there is water- water actively
making new passage and water just as rapidly filling
passage in with travertine. All of us have been in what
we call fossil passage, passage that has been abandoned
by its stream (or river) a hundred thousand or a million
years ago. In this cave, the closest thing to fossil
Continued p. 13 ...
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EXPEDITIONS
GUADALUPES
Special Expedition. Marc h 24-25
An unscheduled expedition was form ed to assist a
team of Colomdo climbers who were permitted by the
NPS to attempt climbs of several high leads in Carlsbad
Cavern. The leads were: 1) North wall of the Main
Corridor by Iceberg Rock , 2) above the Chocolate Drop
in the New Mexico Room, and 3) above the Green
Lake.
None of the climbs led to continuing passage. The
north wall of the Main Corridor yielded three high balconies with no leads. The Chocolate Drop climb held
the most potential but unfortunately, it ended at the
ceiling after 200 ft. The lead above the Green Lake also
did not go.
Exploration team s went to the far west end of the
Mystery Room and to Dcvil's Hump. In the Mystery
Room, the west end was surveyed (220ft.) and reskctched to correct inaccuracies in the map . This area has
several high leads that were pushed, but the cave just did
not open up. In the Dcvil's Hump exploration, two
unmapped open joints were discovered parallel to and
north of the Main Corridor. The first joint has numerous windows looking out over the Main Corridor. It
appears to be an extension of the S-Survey joint which
goes through Matlock's Pinch to Sand Passage. The
second joint could connect to Hammon ' s Boneyard to
the cast. Both joints still have good leads - the area
needs a lot more exploration. About 300ft. of new
passage was surveyed.
CRF Crew: -Ron Lipinski, Dave Dell, Dick Venters, Fritzi
Hardy , Kate and Dennis Helffenstein, David Ek, Pat and
Bethony Jablonski, Nee] Mess ler.
Climbers: - Dave Harris, Don Doucette, Art Wiggins,
Harvey Miller, LaMarr Waltner.
Report by Dave Dell.

Putnam Ridge. March 26-30
Leader: Fritzi Hardy
Significant accompli shments included finding pctroglypbs or pictographs in a previo usly found shelter
called Crab Shelter. Pictures were taken, and sketches
clone.
Brass caps were located along the west and north
boundaries. There was ridgcwalking on the Gunsight
Canyon quadrangle. Ridges were searched from the
cabin area towards the south for leads and future camps ight locations. An unusual horseshoe shaped depression which appears to have no outlet for water was
located and marked on the map.
Due to illness of one member and dehydration of
another, less work was accomplished than expected.
The weather was overcast and misty much of the time,
which also cut into the time available for ridgcwalking .

The next expedition will be moved to October, 1991 , in
hopes of better weather. We may also move away from
Putnam Cabin next time to be more centrally located in
the area we wish to push.
Participants: Fritzi Hardy, Dick Venters, Kate and Denni s
Helffenstein, Bob and Anita Pape.

Guadalupe Mountains NP, April 20-21
Leader: Ron Lipinski
The spring expedition was attended by eight active
participants and three family members. Three teams
were fielded to locate lost caves, make step logs, and
map caves if needed.
The first team went to find Hegler Goat Cave, following third-hand instructions from Ronnie Fiesler,
who was there in 1972. The cave was allegedly in Bear
Canyon and was visible from an old airstrip . The team
searched and asked around for the airstrip , but couldn ' t
find it. They searched the left (southwest) wall of Bear
Canyon with binoculars for the large entrance, but found
nothing. From the Frijoles administration building
they noted a 30 ft. by 15 ft. opening on top of the ridge
separating Bear Canyon from the canyon just north of
it. The location was precisely placed on a topo. map for
a visit on the next expedition.
The second team followed a path plotted on a topo.
map by Mark Flippo (NPS) to the place where Majestic
Ice Cave was supposed to be, at the 7550 ft. elevation,
southwest of the Ship. Before starting, the team spotted
what looked like the entrance with binoculars from the
administration building. They started out, making a
step log of their route. Following the topo. and the
written instructions, they arrived at what they believed
to be the right fin, but found no cave. At the top, they
took four sightings of landmarks and verified that they
were at the designated spot. Next day, they again studied the area with binoculars, and located both the spot
they had triangulated from and the obvious cave entrance. The cave was in a fin in the next ridge west, at
about 7300 ft. elevation. They made a sketch with
binoculars; this, plus the step log made the previous day
and Mark's topo. location should make finding the cave
fairly straightforward on the next expedition.
The third team set out to find Wounded Llama and
Vanishing Rolling Rock Caves, based on second-hand
information from Ron Kerbo who found the caves in
1979 from a helicopter. The caves were described as
being above the Permian Trail, 2/3 of the way up to
Three Hole Cave in the side of a drainage, at the 5900
ft. elevation . After checking several drainages, the team
realized that the instructions were contmdictory since the
5900 ft. level was below the Permian Trail. They
decided to abandon the quest and find their own cave.
They stopped for lunch at the base of the Capitan Reef
cliff, then walked 100ft. west, looked behind a small
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Sur veyors:

Ron Lipinski
Laura Reeves
Bill Ziegler

April 21. 1990

Stump Room

Ora11ed by R. Lrprnskr. May 7 . 1990

:S Cave Researdl Foundation 1990
(1 nk by M S)

20 fl.

bush, and found a cave. Since the cave was off the
beaten track and seemed to contain no scuff marks, it
was thought to be virgin, but it turned out to be Pocket
Cave discovered by Rick Reinhart in 1987. Rick made
a freehand sketch of the cave, but had no survey gear, so
made no survey or step log. Our compliments to Rick
and his team for leaving no footprints!

tion, exploration, and photography in Carlsbad Cavern
and Spider Cave.
Two days of intensive work were completed in Spider Cave under the direction of Tim Moreland. Nearly
900 ft. were surveyed in new areas, and over 300 ft. of
passage were resurveyed. Resurvey work has greatly
improved the maps.

The entrance was triangulated and added to the step
log, and the cave was mapped, resulting in 235 ft. of
passage. Most of the passages are about four feet high.
The cave contains stalagmites, stalactites, columns,
flowstone, wavy soda straws, dry rimstone dams, cave
pearls, old large crystals that look like dog-tooth spar,
wet aragonite(?) and mud in one area. It is a great little
cave.

In Carlsbad Cavern, pits near the Mystery Pool in
the Mystery Room were mapped, and the north wall was
examined for high leads. A small ring-tail was seen
wandering around in the room. A reconnaissance trip
went to Lower Cave to look for possible leads. A pit
and breakdown area at the Devil's Hump was explored
and surveyed. In the Right Hand Fork of Left Hand
Tunnel, the survey of the upper section was completed.
One "bottomless" pit remains to be mapped. The lower
fissure was also mapped - several leads remain here. A
pit series in the Hall of the White Giants was rigged and
surveyed.
Diana Northup continued her biological work in Bat
Cave and with the cave swallows at the entrance. Lint
cleaning and measuring were completed at Appetite Hill.
This area seems to accumulate large amounts of lint
very fast. There were spot checks of lint through the
rest of the cave.

The Pocket Cave team suggest following the same
elevation (6440 ft.) farther west to search for more
caves. So far, most verified caves in this area are at
6400-7000 ft. elevation. Two little holes east of Pocket
Cave at the base of the Capitan are also designated as
caves: Kerbo's Cavelet and Canteen Cave. There are
two big entrances directly above Pocket Cave, that have
not been entered , according to Jerry Atkinson.
A total of 77 person-hours were expended, one cave
was mapped, and 1.8 step logs made. Four rumored
caves eluded us, but we are closing in on two of them.

Carlsbad Caverns NP. May 26-27
Leader: Pat Jablonsky
Twenty-six JV's and two visitors worked on
surveying, biological studies, lint analysis and collec-

On Sunday evening, CRF hosted a barbecue for
park staff. Terrific food and good fellowship were
enjoyed by all.
[No lists of participants were provided for !he above two
expeditions- Eds.]
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LILBURN
April 27-29

Leader: Peter Bosted
The expedition began on Friday as a group of five
hiked into the canyon early in the mornmg. In the
afternoon, three of us went into Lilburn to push leads
off the Blue Passage. Our first lead had very good au
flow for Lilburn, but we had to retreat after 150ft. when
it became too tight. We then mappeD down a pit which
led to some very muddy room s, all of which ended. Our
final side passage made a loop back into the main passage, giving us a toull of 460 ft. of new survey.
Twcl vc more cavcrs arrived Friday night and Saturday morning. Four panics went into Lilburn. The
first group made meas urements of sediment trJnspon
and collected water samples at many locauons. They

For lack of better information , we celebrated
having regained, perhaps only temporarily ,
the title of longest cave in California and
west of the Continental Divide
found that the sand had ri sen so high that it was not
possible to get past the Flush Room to the Z-Room.
This indicates that scclimcntllow from the new large
sinkhole in Pebble Pile Creek is still very active.
A second party went to survey leads in the ALLie and
Meso-America areas. They found several hundred feet of
new passage and tied in a h<mging survey from four
years ago. A third party mopped up two small, mazy
areas in the vicinity of the Mirabilitc Room m R1ver
Pit A venue. They found over 300 ft. of new passage
and left some interesting climbing leads. The fourth
party mapped some fairly large leads still left in the
Anastomoses Room area (only five minutes from the
entrance) and got into a maze of crawl ways that connected into the East Stream ; they mapped only about
half t11e maze. They found a live red and black salamander (not cave adapted) in the stream. They took photographs and mapped a passage that connected from !11c
Curl Passage to the Ant Lion Passage before heading
out with 370ft. of new survey.
A new holding tank for our water supply was backpacked in and insulllccl, t11c new gauging sunion at Big
Spring was serviced, and ot11er maintenance chores were
carried out. On Sunday, everyone hiked out, with one
party continuing the surface survey up !11c road for an
addi tiona! 16(X) ft.
The expedition saw a total of about 1400 ft. of new
passage surveyed, and about 300 ft. recovered from
hanging surveys and lost notebooks !11at were found
again , bringing the length of Lilburn to 11.72 miles.
At !11e time of the expedition, we had been told that !11c
mappers of Bigfoot Cave did not have an up-to-elate
Iengtlt, but that "11.5 miles was safe." For lack of
better information , we celebrated having regained ,
perhaps only temporarily, !11e title of longest cave in
California and west of the ContincnUll Divide.

Personnel:- Blue passage - Peter Bosted, Brent Ort., Ray
Durrheim; Surface (Fri) - Ann Hosted, Margie Durrheim;
Sediments -John Tinsley, Rich Fellows, Mike Bettencout.,
R. Beard; Attic -Carol Vesely, Bill Farr, Brent Ort, Mike
O'Neal; Mirabilite Room - Glen Malliet, Charlie
Festerson, Chris Stone; Anastomoses and Curl - Peter
Bosted, Ann Bosted, Ray Durrheim, Margie Durrheim;
Surface (Sat) - Mike Spiess, Becky Boutin; Surface
Survey - John Tinsley, Rich Fellows, Chris Stone.

MAMMOTH CAVE
Earth Day, April 20-24, 1990
Leaders: Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan
Thirty-six cavers and one reporter aucncled the April
expedition. Most panics were fielded in support of the
survey and cartography program in Mammoth Cave.
Trips spanned the full spectrum from main line trunk
resurvey for a map just started to pushing out some of
the last few leads for a map close to completion .
The expedition was host to Brian Seligson, a CBS
radio reporter. Prior to the official sUtrt of the expedition, Roger McClure and Angelo George took Seligson
into the historic entrance to di sc uss the saltpetre works.
Later, McClure and others took him into CrysUtl Cave
and into Columbian Avenue to record a fake survey
operation. We had hoped to send him on a genuine
survey trip, but the limited time he had available made
this impossible. The Ulped interviews will be broadcast
in short sections on the CBS News program "Exploring
America".
The Columbian A venue crew, minus the reporter,
tlten got some real work clone by finishing the survey of
Sturgeon Cave on the north side. A 25 ft. cable ladder
descent led to the remaining 60 ft. of canyon (not 300
ft. as had been reported) . The cave gate had been broken
and the lock removed . There were very fresh beer and
food cans inside, and survey swtions from the March
trip had been wiped out.

Flint Ridge: Phil DiBlasi and Jan Hemberger continued their systematic search for glyphs in Upper Salts.
They found only one glyph, a scratched grid which was
obviously modern -neatly ruled lines partly covered a
19th century signature. Based on the style, Phil now
thinks that the glyph ncar the TB huts is a fake.
Two parties sorted out a confusing tangle in Lower
SalL~. They reshot some missing daUt, tied in meanders

and cutarounds, and rcsketchcd where necessary.
Elsewhere in Flint Ridge, a crew went into Bcdquiltto
finish the resurvey of Austin A venue. They also tried
without success to tic in the survey across Jones Shaft
by triangulation. The easiest way to do this will be to
have a crew on either side of the pit with rocks and
string to get a tape from one side to the other.

Mammoth Cave Ridge: A crew continued the
Emily's Avenue resurvey westward into Thorpe's
A venue. They put in 500 ft. of detailed sketch work,
heading towards Burley's Way .
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Recent resurveys in Mayfield's Avenue and Minna's
Way evidently contained a tape error. A party went on a
blunder hunt, retaped the surveys and found two back-toback errors amounting to 13 ft. Scott House reports
that this will make enough difference to give a reasonable traverse closure. Survey crews are reminded to take
especial care over tape readings. Since there is no backsight to check the tape reading , this type of error is the
most difficult to catch. Work continued on the
Welcome Avenue complex, sorting out cutarounds and
unsurveyed levels.
The detailed resurvey of Marion A venue was carried
as far as the Stephen's Way junction. This work will
form the centerpiece of the new Marion A venue sheet,
and will give cartographer Bob Osburn something to do
on those all too frequent occasions when River trips are
rained out.
The "last few leads" on the Kentucky Avenue sheet
continue to yield new passage. Last month, an attempt
to force a survey crew into the tight leads off Woodbury
Pass failed. This time, with skinnier people, 220 ft. of
survey was achieved in an area of domes and small canyons. Drain pushers and good climbers will be needed
for the next trip. Elsewhere on the Kentucky A venue
sheet, a crew went to the Belfry-Bransford junction
where they resketched a loop passage and pushed some
tight, cherty crawls.
River and Roppel: On Sunday, the weather relented
enough for a trip up Logsdon River A party put in 500
ft. of survey in a side lead off the L-Survey, ending in a
trunk fragment which probably fits between two other
pieces of trunk. The draft map of this area is starting to
look like a genuine piece of Mammoth Cave; with multiple levels and lots going on.
There was a trip not far inside the Khan ent.rdnce of
Roppel to a narrow canyon lead, where the CRF crew
joined some CKKC folks in a "quasi-pseudo-leapfrog"
survey. They put in 100 short stations in this winding
passage, which continues.

Surface: Strawberry Valley was searched for a missing cave. The party failed to find the lost entrance, but
did locate Jam Cave and got a fix on it with Stan Sides'
Loran locater. They noted some large (buzzard?) eggs
inside the entrance crawl. The vaguely located Johnson
Cave was rediscovered- the cave is near Collins Spring,
and is reported to have 1100+ ft. of survey with at least
300ft. remaining. The entrance is now flagged for
future reference.
Survey Crews: Columbian Ave.- Roger McClure,
Mel Park, Stan Sides, Dick Maxey, Brian Seligson (CBS
News); Sturgeon Cave - Stan Sides, Roger McClure, Mel
Park, Dick Maxey; Upper Salts- Phil DiBlasi, Jan
Hemberger, Kris Sterbenz, Lisa Awand; Lower Salts- 1)
Tim Schafstall, Dave West, Dick Market; 2) Tim Schafstall,
Jim Borden, Richard Zopf; Austin Ave. - Richard Zopf,
Jerry Fant, Steve Collins ; Thorpe's Ave.- Roberta
Burnes, John Walker, Cresant Smith, Jeff Farr; Mayfield
Ave.- Jim Greer, Kent Wilson, Dave West; Welcome
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Ave.- Jim Greer, Kevin Downs, Kent Wilson, Kerrylea
Etter; Marion Ave. -Bob Osburn, Jemma Wise, James
Sterbenz, Paul Cannaley; Woodbury Pass - Neil
Hammond, Chris Cannaley, Tom Brucker; Belfry Ave.Kevin Downs, Kerrylea Etter, Karen Willmes; Logsdon
River - Bob Osburn, John Holbrook, Mel Park; Khan Jim Borden, Julie Sotsky, Karen Willmes, Bill Baus; Small
cave reconnaissance -Gerry Estes, Loretta Godfrey. Julie
Sotsky.

Memorial Day, May 26-28
Leaders: Stan Sides, Kay Sides
Fifty cavers and two children attended the May expedition. A Soviet citizen, Stepan Orevkov, participated
in the expedition. He is an experienced caver spending
eight weeks in the U.S. studying topology at Ohio
State University (see interview, p.J?. ).
Surface: Theodolite surface survey was performed by
parties on both days. A survey line was extended from ·
ncar the Mammoth Cave Church on Flint Ridge, along
the Eaton Valley road and up onto Mammoth Cave
Ridge to tie into a benchmark at the Historic Entrance.
A line must still be extended from Salts Entrance to
Frozen Niagara to complete the surface traverses needed
to put Flint Ridge firmly on the Mammoth Cave coordinate grid. On Saturday, a crew cleaned the area
around the Salts Cave Entrance to unblock the drainage
canal and direct water flow into the proper drain holes in
back of the gate.
Biology: Paul Richards continued hi s study of pack
rat guano communities in the entrance zones of White
Cave, Great Onyx Cave, and in Davis Hall (aka the
Onyx Attic) at the Austin Entrance. (see Fellowship
Awards p.5 ). Jerry Lewis continued his biological
assessment of the aquatic community at Cathedral
Domes; the stream there is of interest due to its nutrient
enrichment from rotting wood - the remains of the
Cathedral Domes Entrance stairs. The community is
noteworthy for the presence of a large population of
Crangonyx pakardi , an arnphipod confined to locales
where elevated nutrients are found.

Mammoth Cave Ridge & River: NPS employees Henry Holman and Bob Ward accompanied a party to
The bolt placement proved to be superfluous, as
Rick Olson free-climbed the 20ft. pitch to find
a canyon passage.
Sansom's Dome to assess the need for a bolt placement
to reach an obvious passage in the wall of the dome.
This proved to be superfluous, as Rick Olson freeclimbed the 20ft. pitch to find a canyon passage. Next
day, another party continued the exploration: the
canyon eventually split into a lower level which choked
off and an upper level which pinched out. Norm Pace
discovered a connection to Goat Alley, along the route
the party used to get to Sansom's Dome. About 800ft.
of canyon was mapped, and several good leads remain in
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this blank portion of the Kentucky A venue and Cathedral Domes sheets.
Not far away, another piece of the Kentucky Avenue sheet jigsaw was filled in when a resketch party
discovered that a canyon off Lower Robertson didn' t end
as previously supposed, but continued for 350 ft of
virgin passage to emerge at a known lead in the Marble
Domes complex. The new route provides a connection
between the two distinct areas of canyon maze accessible
through Lower Robertson A venue.
The resurvey of Thorpe's A venue was pushed out a
further 350ft. (including a cutaround loop). The passage is noteworthy for its extensive anastomosis nets,
which increase the difficulty of sketching an otherwise
straightforward canyon. Two more trips should bring
this major survey line to the Stevenson A venue
junction.
The main-line resurvey of Marion A venue was
completed, and a start made on Dan's Avenue- a large
Marion A venue side passage - in two trips totalling
2600 ft. Two parties resurveyed the connection between
Marion Avenue and El Ghor, surveying through
Sophy's Avenue and Kennedy Domes and entering El
Ghor near Queen Victoria's Crown.
A party went to Henry's Dome and continued the
survey line out Elmore's Pass as far as Lajuana Falls.
A second party went back to sort out some confusing
survey ties with earlier surveys in the area. In eastern
Mammoth Cave Ridge, two parties went out the Cocklebur Loop; one surveyed a new passage and other cutarounds off the S-survey, while the other photographed
the presumed celestite crystals recently found in the
Loop.
. A party in Logsdon River surveyed 500 ft. in a
continuation of a passage off Fritsch A venue. The
passage gradually became too small and wet to continue.

Flint Ridge: In Flint Ridge, a party started remapping Davidson Trail - the first and easiest step in bringing a modem survey line out of Colossal to the Bedquilt
Entrance. Another group made three auempts to find
the Colossal Entrance but failed that mission. They did
discover a shaft in Houchins Valley that needs further
investigation. Next day, a crew went to Bedquilt to
look for high leads, but found no surveyable passage.
The main line resurvey in Lower Salts resumed, and
there was an archeological trip to continue the systematic documentation of glyphs in Upper Salts - only one
small area of indistinct cross-hatching was found.
The Kentucky Speleofest was held west of the park
over the Memorial Day weekend. Several JV's not part
of the expedition visited camp, and several expedition
participants visited the Speleofest campground. Roger
Brucker delivered the Sunday evening banquet address at
Speleofest.
Thanks to all who helped, of whom Dick Maxey, Gary
Leindecker, and Gary Varner were outstanding.

Survey Crews: - Surface survey - 1) Richard Zopf,
Joyce Hoffmaster, Loretta Godfrey, Holly Irick; 2) - Richard
Zopf, Scott House, Mel Park; Salts Entrance -Tom
Brucker, Mick Sutton, Karla Bradshaw, Charles Bugh; Rat
Guano - Paul Richards, Mick Sutton; Cathedral Domes
Biology - Jerry Lewis, Marie Tilford; Sansom's Dome 1) Bill Baus, Rick Olson, Howard Kalnitz, Henry Holman
(NPS), Bob Ward (NPS); 2) Howard Kalnitz, Rick Olson,
Norm Pace, Dan Legnini, Andrew Porter; Lower
Robertson- Mick Sutton, Gary Leindecker, Gary Varner;
Thorpe's Ave.- Roberta Burnes, Andrea Manzo, John
Holbrook, Kerrylea Etter; Marion Ave.- 1) Bob Osburn,
Sue Hagan, Gary Leindecker, Sheila Sands; 2) Bob Osburn,
Sheri Engler, Joyce Hoffmaster, Dave Hanson; Kennedy
Domes/ El Ghor - 1) Eric Compas, Karen Willmes, Dave
West, Andrew Porter; 2) Karen Willmes, Dave West, Gail
Wagner, Ken Rogers; Elmore's Pass- 1) Scott House,
Bob Salika, Ted Hartman, Dave Roemer; 2) Eric Compas,
John Walker, Roberta Burnes, Ted Hartman; Cocklebur1) Tom Brucker, Stepan Orevkov, Tim Schafstall, Sheila
Sands; 2) - Harry Grover, Sue Hagan; Fritsch Ave. Steve Collins, Daryle Hensel, Jeff Farr; Davidson Trail Mel Park, Stepan Orevkov, Dan Legnini, Gail Wagner;
Houchins Valley- Dick Maxey, Gary Varner, Mike
Harrod, Norm Rodgers; Bedquilt- Dick Maxey, Bob
Salika, Norm Rodgers, Dave Roemer; Lower Salts - Tim
Schafstall, John Walker, Sheri Engler, Ken Rogers; Salts
Archeology - Phil DiBlasi, Jan Hemberger, Dave Hanson.

MISSOURI
April through July
On the Mark Twain National Forest, the map of
Blue Spring Cave, Carter County was completed with
an additional 70 ft. of survey and a profile. The cave is
essentially a breakdown collapse chamber in a sinkhole.
The main upstream passage of Cave Hollow Cave, Iron
County, was believed to have been completed, with
only a tributary passage remaining. The "tributary",
however, turned out on closer examination to be the
main stream passage. Another 350 ft. of survey was

A previous visitor had thoughtfully signposted
the passage "Bad Trip". Well, it wasn't the
~ trip to be had in Kelly Hollow ...
added, with plenty more to go, including another tributary stream. A crew visited Hazel Creek Cave,
Washington County, to finish the map of this small but
frustrating cave. They found the water higher than
before and attempted instead to find a rumored second
entrance but recent clear-cutting made the task hopeless.
In the lead-mining study area (see article, p. 15 ),
Hurricane Creek Bear Cave was mapped, as was a 40 ft.
deep shelter immediately below it. In the same general
area, the Kelly Hollow Cave survey neared completion
with two visits to map the upstream trunk and a passage
off it which a previous visitor had thoughtfully signposted "Bad Trip". Well, it wasn't the worst trip to be
had in Kelly Hollow, but the passage did become too
contorted for the first crew to complete. A slightly
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skinnier team persevered through another I 00 ft. of low
passage with questionable air quality, then went downstream to complete the first traverse of a stream loop,
and back upstream to push the upstream limit through a
passage with a cross-sectional area of 1.5 square feet.
Beyond, the stream entered through a tiny hole in the
ceiling, while a duck through the showerbath and a
squeeze through breakdown led to a canyon which
became standing height (not, unfortunately, walking
height unless it was a very short walk) . The trips increased the cave's surveyed length to 6480 ft. All that
remains to be done are a ladder lead and some profile
work.
Still Spring Cave, the longest cave on the Mark
Twain National Forest, received a visit to do some
loose-end work in the dry passage that bypasses the
main-stream ear dips. The crew mapped 400 ft. and
checked off seven leads.
A party took a trip to Powder Mill Creek Cave,
Shannon County but found that the First Water Crawl,
normally not severe, was a low-airspace ear-wash.
Since settled weather was not guaranteed that day, they
elected to leave. Instead they investigated cave leads in
Little Bloom Creek valley, finding a shelter and a small
spring. The Powder Mill trip resumed a week later,
with 500ft. of upper level canyon added to the Hell . Hole series. The new passage featured some very large
speleothems. During a return trip, one member left due
to nausea, another suffered leg contusions, a third bashed

his head on a stalactite, and the party leader scraped t11e
skin off his sketching arm [and your correspondent,
merely visiting the entrance, locked himself out of hi s
truck!] . Nevertheless, 350ft. of walking height, pri stine passage was added to the Hell Hole Series. One
column stood 16-18 ft. high and 3 ft. wide.
When for the second weekend in a row, wet weather
prevented a trip to Powder Mill Spring Cave, a party
went to look at a cave in Howell County at the request
of the Willow Springs Forest Service Di strict naturali st.
They located Davy Crockett Cave; tlle entrance proved
to be part inside and part outside the National Forest
boundary. They mapped the first450 ft., witll more left
to do.
A float trip along the Jacks Fork resulted in new
maps of two shelters and a small cave.
Survey Crews: Blue Spring - Doug Baker, Steve
Irvine; Cave Hollow - Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan ; Hazel
Creek- Doug Baker, Steve Irvine; Hurricane Creek Scott House, Paul Hauck; Kelly Hollow - 1) Mick
Sutton, Sue Hagan; 2) Mick Sutton, Jim Kaufmann; Still
Spring- Doug Baker, Jerry Wagner, Jim Kaufmann, James
Corsentino; Powder Mill- I) Doug Baker, Steve Irvine,
Jim Kaufmann, George Bilbrey; 2) Doug Baker, Jim
Kaufmann, Steve Irvine; 3) Doug Baker, Jim Kaufmann,
George Bilbrey, Steve Irvine; Davy Crockett Cave Doug Baker, George Bilbrey, Steve Irvine; Jacks Fork Patti and Scott House, Bob and Joanne Osbum, Dee, Paul, and
Heather Hauck, Len Buits, Eric Campa~.

THE UNDERGROUND READER
A Man Deep In Mendip: The
of Harry Savory 1910-1921

Ca~·ing

Diaries

Edited by John Savory. U.S. edition publi shed 1990 by
Southern Illinois University Press, Carbondale, IL. $24.95;
hb; 150 pp; numerous photographs .and drawings.
Reviewed by Mick Sutton.

This is the story of a pioneer in British cave photography who was active in Mendip caving in tlle early
20th century. Harry Savory was a junior contemporary
and caving companion of Herbert Balch, tlle best known
cave autllority of that era on tlle Mendip. The diaries arc
not written in a highly literary style, and tlle going can
be somewhat heavy, but compensation is provided in
the many fine photographs.
The diaries give interesting insights into the exploration history of this relatively small but intensely
studied caving area in soutllwest England. But Savory's
primary interest is cave photography, and certainly for
the US reader, the most interesting aspect will be the
trials and tribulations of photography with heavy and
delicate equipment under less than ideal conditions.
Savory produced excellent photographs from tlle well
known show caves at Cheddar and Wookey, but he also
Look his large format camera and magnesium ribbons to
the Light stream canyons of Swildons, the unstable

breakdown chambers ofEastwater, and down the 100ft.
free-hanging rope ladder into Lamb's Leer. His success
rate in getting useable prints under tllese conditions is
far beucr tllan this reviewer's occasional foray's into the
morass of cave photography witll all the benefits of
modem equipment- a testament to Savory's mastery of
tlle art.
It is in the photographs them selves tllatthe book
really shines. The prints are generally sharp and well
composed. Some occasional fuzziness, probably due to
flash powder fumes or to limited depth of focus, rarely
detracts from the result. The photogmphs record tllc
caving fashion of tlle day. Cloth caps or an occasional
Sou 'wester were tlle preferred headgear. For outerwear,
one might choose eitllcr a boiler suit or jacket and Lie.
The cave cartographer will find some interest in the
maps reproduced in tlle book. Savory apparently did
little or no mapping but he did draw up others' surveys.
His cartographic style parallels tlle photographsuncluttered and effective.
In sum, despite some weakness in the text, tlle
book can be recommended to any caver witll an appreciation for fine photography -and that means most cavcrs.
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Interview with a Russian Visitor
During the Memorial Day Mammoth Cave Expedition,
Stepan Orevkov, a USSR citizen from Moscow, joined the
CRF activities. Orevkov, who is married and has two
children, is a PhD topologist who works at the Scientific
Council on Cybernetics.
He has been caving approximately ten years and has been
a major contributor to the exploration and study of the Kapkutan/ Promezutocnaja system. Twice a year he takes three
weeks off to cave in Kap-kutan, located near the Afghanistan
border (Russian air fares are very cheap, he explained).
Seventy percent of the cave is a crawl way; on one expedition
he says he spent ten days without standing up! It was little
wonder, then, that he made a thumbs up sign after trying out a
pair of Rockmasters during his Mammoth Cave trip- "We
have kneepads, but this collar that comes over the knee- ah,
that is a very good thing, indeed!" (Stan and Kay Sides, reciprocating the hospitality shown their son on a recent visit to
the USSR, presented a pair of Rockmasters to Stepan).
While there have been other Russian cavers visiting the
USA , Stepan's visit may be unique in the modem era in that
his participation was not part of an official governmentsponsored caving effort. Rather, he was in the USA for a sixweek research visit at Ohio State University and simply
wanted to experience some international caving. In doing so,
he is probably the first citizen of the Soviet Union to find
virgin passage in Mammoth Cave.
Tom Brucker, who led one Stepan's trips, commented
that "Part of the fun of caving with CRF is you meet interesting people from all over the world." Thus, it was with pleasure that we spent time at the end of the expedition discussing
with Stepan his views on a variety of caving subjects . SH/MS

protect these caves. I would like to put caves protected
under something like UNESCO, and to organize some
people who can help .with this decision. I will be contacting the NSS, CRF, and the American Cave Conservation Association; maybe they can help.
You've had two trips into Mammoth Cave; could you
comment on your impressions?
The first time I went in I was impressed by your
surveying equipment. I tried to use it and I missed some
measurements. Everybody waited and I did it again.
The quality of instruments is very nice; we only dream
of such instruments. Another thing that impressed me
is the cleanness; no waste in the caves. We try to take
waste out but sometimes we dig it in. It is very good
what you do.
For vertical work, we still use a wire and rope system- we go down the rope with a shunt on the wire and
go up on the wire. But the last two years it's more and
more SRT- it's new to us. The equipment is very expensive. Carabiners are the only speleological equipment produced in Russia, and they are very good. The
first time I used a carbide lamp was here. I am going to
order some here.

In the Atlas of Great Caves Qfthe World, Kapkutan/Promezutocnaja is listed as the longest limestone
ca ve in the USSR. Please share with us your experiences there.
It' s about 40 kilometers from Afghanistan. It' s in
Turkmenskaya SSR and I don't know that the two caves
are connected. I don't believe that somebody joined
them. It may be true, but I don't know what the source
is in this book.
It's a maze cave, a limestone cave. It's a very old
cave system, older than Mammoth Cave .... The first
time I was there was in 1983. I go usually two times a
year. Sometimes we camp on the surface, sometimes
inside the cave; it depends on what part we explore in.
A usual expedition consists of several groups. But there
is no such nice camp as is here.
What are some of the cave conservation concerns in
Russia?
There are a lot of problems. One is the usual vandalism of some people. Another problem, a lot smaller,
are the geological organizations which mine things from
caves. Geologists want to dynamite Kap-kutan. They
used to mine onyx there and destroyed some beautiful
areas. Pollution is not a problem in the caves of the
mountains; there are only sheep there.
It's one of my purposes, not an official purpose but
my own, to find people in America who can help me

Russian carabiner is made of titanium, more available than aluminum
in the USSR . The gale opens 25 degrees ouJ of the plane of the
body, facilitating the insertion and removal of ropes and slings. It
locks by means of a twist grip closure .

Who caves in Russia?
The people who cave in Russia are probably like
people here; all kinds of people are attracted to the
caves. There are many caving clubs. Some are with the
universities, some are in the big cities. I hope that
Russia will join the world society and there will be
caving like in any other country.
There are a lot of people who cave only for recreation, like mountaineering, as a sport. Me, I don't
like the sport of caving. I like the caves. I like to
explore and study them.
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Discovery at Powder Mill:
passage I saw was as if it had been abandoned by its
water just last week. One branch still contained a lake
perched over the main passage.
Throughout the cave, passage walls have no visible
fossils (I'm talking about the real kind of fossil now)
but these walls are not micritic and smooth; rather, they
are dolomitic and spongy. The rock is Cambrian.
Floor and walls are flushed clean by frequent flooding .
Where there is flowstone, the effect is stupendous. The
cave is gorgeous, and the virgin parts we were in even
more so.

*****
Wetsuit Trip: This is a river cave and few enter
without a wetsuit. Our job was to check a lead off the
Third Water Crawl, about one and a half miles in.
Tooting along in the low water passages was great fun .
Travel is fast through the main trunk. The first 6000 ft.
was mostly walking height, an easy stroll through
beautiful river passage 8-25 ft. high. Then things got
The low stuff was great. !loved being in the cold
water with a gale blowing .. . But what we found in
the places where we had to stand up was okay too.
lower and the last 1200 ft. was in the Third Water
Crawl, but even this was comfortable- so much of your
weight. is supported by a buoyant weL5uit. Our lead was
a two feet high, three feet wide stream passage that immediately dropped to one foot high and then became
helmet-and-pack-off low. After just 150ft. of this,
though, the passage opened up into beautifully decorated
walking passage -a major find .
The low stuff was great. ! loved being in the cold
water with a gale blowing - I am, after all, a caver. But
what we found in the places where we had to stand up
was okay too. After several hundred feet of survey, we
C<trne to a watershed . Water was entering from above
and was flowing into where we had come as well as
deeper into the cave. We stepped up two series of flowstone "waterfalls" like the ones along the Discovery
Tour in Blanchard Springs, the first four feet up and the
second another five feet above this. The falls had laminar sheets of water flowing over them, making them
look like they were covered with glass. At the tops of
the waterfalls were deep, crystal clear pools of water held
back by a network of dozens of rims tone clams. The
tallest dams were four feet high and held back pools at
least that deep. Rimstone darns at the waterfall edges
were tiny. Surface tension formed an optical lens
behind each dam that formed a bright white refractive
edge between the stone and the black shadow cast by my
carbide lamp. Everywhere there was the trickle of
flowing water, among the most pleasant of sounds.
This area just cannot see heavy traffic. As we surveyed through, we stirred up sediment, something sad to

... Continued from p.5
see, but we knew it would settle in a few hours . Much
worse, we also crunched through a delicate lattice of
precipitated calcite spicules that lined each of the pools.
In places, we sank knee deep through this crust and had
no feeling that there was solid footing even then . The
damage we were doing would not heal for some time.
What do you do as you hurt the cave in this way ? You
maintain single file, step into the other guy's footprints, and look for ways around on solid stone. I'm
somewhat consoled in knowing that this is loose material, much like river gravel, that had precipitated out of
the carbonate-laden water. It will flow back with the
currents here and new spicules will fonn.
From the high pool, two stream passages converged
into the low stream through which we had entered . The
other went deeper into the cave. Perched above us was
more water. A climb up led to extravagantly decomted
high level passage. The high passage was part of the
same vadose development as the one we were in, but
subsequent calcite deposition in this very active cave
gave it an entirely different appearance.

*****

Mapping History: There had been three previous
efforts to map Powder Mill. The first was by John
Cantwell, circa 1962-3. He mapped the main passage
up to the Third Water Crawl, about 6600 ft. A rough
draft of his work was given to the Missouri Department
of Natural Resources (DNR) for the state's speleological
survey data base. In 1972, the Missouri Highway
commission did a transit survey of the outer 4000 ft. of
the the main passage. MDC requested that this be done
to be sure that the planned re-routing of a nearby st.1te
highway would not damage the cave. By now, MDC
not only owned the cave but recognized it as a sensitive
wildlife habitat. The result was a line plot with topographic overlay that is also in the DNR repository.
The third attempt was James Zollweg's last hurrah
in cave mapping. This is the same Zollwcg who
mapped Blanchard Springs and the outer parts of
Rowland Cave (Arkansas). His work in Powder Mill
lasted form 1974 until 1980. Despite his being judicious in gaining permission to enter the cave, it docs
not appear to have been a very serious effort. Survey
trips were infrequent and were characterized by little time
spent surveying. No map ever came out of this project.
The fourth, and present, attempt began in 1985,
with Doug Baker as cartogrdpher, as part of a general
agreement between the Missouri Speleological Survey
(MSS) and MDC under an agreement set up by Scott
House. In 1988, the project came under CRF auspices.
At present, Powder Mill Creek Cave is over 22,000 ft.
long and has 29 leads. The mythical 4 mile figure has
finally been reached.

Continued .. ...
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Management: MDC made the cave a state Natural
Area by the mid 1970's. Their initial management
concern was protecting the Indiana bats using the cave
as a hibemaculum. Protection of speleothems and other
cave wildlife (such as the Ozark grotto salamander) was
also of interest, but secondary at that time. The decision to gate Powder Mill Cave was made in 1977. This
was based on a conclusion that recreational cavers, even
those affiliated with the MSS, could not be trusted to do
the proper thing.
The MDC had reason to worry. It was known that
at least one cave club was fielding trips of up to 30
people, and it is doubtful if they were the only group
doing so. To stem the tide, signs were placed in the
cave imploring visitors not to venture farther into the
cave. These was largely ignored. In 1976, over a four
month period, an MDC study determined that the cave
had been entered by at least 120 people and one dog.
Visitations were occurring almost weekly. Word on the
extent of speleothem breakage later reached the MDC.
This was shortly after the discovery of broken stalagmites in a parking area near the entrance.
Happily, the gating was in time. Vandalism is
only noticeable in a few areas and does not extend more
than a mile into the cave. In fact, reduced traffic and
subsequent cleanup work has resulted in even the outermost sec tions looking darn good.
At the time that MSS began to work, the Missouri
Department of Conservation had had it with cavers. It
took long negotiations before the project could advance.
In the first year, the state officials wanted to inspect the
maps and occasional updates. Arrangements for gelling
the cave keys were not always easy to implement. Who
could blame them? Now there is trust, and an expedition leader no longer has justify each move or do more
than just request keys in order to obtain access. There is
a record of solid accomplishment, with a large-scale map
being actively produced, new passage being found and
being surveyed at the same time- these are the results
that any cave manager wants.

*****
In conclusion, let me say that the trip was great.
We found great stuff, but what impressed me most was
the concern for the cave that the party showed. We
adhered to the ethics of the cave: care and conservation
were the principal rules. We stepped as gently as we
could, always single file. In critical areas, we trod in
each other's footprints. As much as was possible, we
did not touch cave walls. Secondly, we adhered to the
ethics of the caver: survey as you go. We scooped no
cave, nor did we wimp any. All leads were properly
checked to see if they really were leads. Going leads
that we could not survey were left to be virgin for the
next crew. The important leads were: a 75ft. crawl to
12ft. high passage- observed but not scooped; breakdown at the end of the trunk passage we had followed -

pushable but not pushed through; and the high-level
passage - entered by one party member but not scooped.
The single low lead that we had entered, without
too much hope, has become seven going leads. (Poor
Doug. Will this cave ever be finished?) More importantly, the trend of our progress has brought us deep
into the ridge, into a new, empty area, and well away
from surface valleys that would cut the passage short.
(The line map on p.l . shows the trend of the new passage - it
is the northernmost passage shown) ..

NSS AWARDS - NOMINATIONS
SOUGHT
Each year the National Speleological Society makes
a number of awards for different types of accomplishments in caving. CRF JV's have been among the
winners just about every year. As always, the NSS is
looking for the best candidates for each category. Please
review the award criteria and recommend your caving
colleagues who deserve recognition:
·
Honorary Membership - one is given each year for
outstanding contributions to speleology. It includes a
life membership in the NSS.
William J, Stephenson Award - one is given
each year for outstanding service to speleology and to
the NSS. It includes a life membership.
Certificate of Merit - awarded for specific accomplishments, especially recent ones, in cave exploration,
study or conservation.
Fellow of the Society - for service in cave research, exploration, conservation, or administration.
Emphasis is usually on continued service over a period
of time.
Ralph W. Stone Research Award - $1000 is
given to a graduate student preparing a thesis on a
speleological subject.
Lew Bicking Award - Given for the thorough exploration of a cave or group of caves. Includes a cash
award.
James G. Mitchell Award - for the best scientific
paper presented at the annual convention by a member(s)
25 years or younger. Includes a cash award.
Conservation Award - Awarded to an Internal
Organization which has demonstrated outstanding dedication to cave conservation. Includes a $50 cash award.
Peter M. Hauer Award - Given to an individual or
group involved in an outstanding spelean history research project. Includes a cash award.
Certificate of Appreciation - Given to non-NSS
people or organizations that have furthered the goals of
the NSS.
All nominations for 1991 awards should be submitted to the NSS Awards Committee Chair by November
15. 1990: Dave Luchins, 3683 Oakleaf Drive, West
Bloomfield, MI 48033.
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MISSOURI CAVE INVENTORY:
to assess caves threatened by mining proposal
by Mick Sutton
Forty-one caves are known from within the study
The Cave Research Foundation is negotiating a
area. The three longest- all about a mile long - have
contract with the Missouri Department of Natural
been mapped, but at least some of the 23 unmapped
Resources to do cave mapping and biological inventory
caves are known to be fairly long stream caves with
of caves in the Hurricane Creek area of Oregon and
interesting biota; others are short, dry, and relatively
Shannon Counties. As reported in previous
insignificant.
Newsletters, the Doe Run Company ia trying to obtain
a lease for lead mining in the area, a development with a
James (Gene) Gardner did a partial inventory of the
high probability of compromising groundwater quality
invertebrate cave fauna on public lands in Missouri from
in the karstic terrane. The lease area is within the Mark
1978 through 1984. Sixteen caves within the study area
Twain National Forest, but the study area includes
were included in his inventory. From them, Gardner
surrounding private lands with caves which might be
identified nine aquatic and thirty terrestrial taxa, includaffected.
ing two previously undescribed amphipods . The crayfish Cambarus hubrichti is one troglobite of particular
concern: for reasons unknown, populations of the
crayfish seem to be in decline.
The CRF project is an initial reconnaisance, aimed
at forming a general picture of the caves and their biology. If the mining proposal reaches a more advanced
stage, the reconnaisance will serve as a guideline to
more detailed water quality and ecological studies by US
Fish and Wildlife Service.rescarchers.
All JVs are invited to participate. People with
some sketching and cartographic experience would be
especially helpful, but any assistance will be welcome.
Trips will take place irregularly but often. Pick your
own date, and you can probably be accomodatcd. (Call
Mick Sutton, 314-546-2864 or Scott House, 314-2874356). Weekday trips will occasionally be arranged.
We anticipate starting field work in August, and the
project will run for one year.
Partial funding for the project has been provided by the
Environmental Protection Agency, and funds for biological
equipment have been generously supplied by the Missouri
Speleological Survey Research Council. Mark Twain
National Forest has agreed to supply the remaining, major
part of the funding .

LECHUGUILLA - DEEPEST CAVE IN US
A newly calculated depth for Lcchuguilla Cave,
New Mexico, puts it at 1565 ft., surpassing Wyoming's
Columbine Crawl (1550 ft.). The new depth arises
from: 1) a new major loop closure giving a recalculated
depth 19 ft. deeper than the previous figure; 2) sounding
of Lake of the White Roses, adding 36ft. of flooded
passage.
Cambarus huhrichti the Salem Cave Crayfish. Drawing by
Donna Pasley

CALENDAR
FITTON CAVE
CRF ANNUAL MEETING: Tucson , Arizona,
November 2-3. Sec notice on p. 2

Sept.15, Nov. 17.

GUADALUPES
Summer, Aug. 4-5. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Bill Ziegler 505-2620602
Lahor Day, Sept. 1-3 . Carlsbad Caverns NP. Bernie Szukalski
714-798-5986
Fall, Oct. 15-16. Guadalupe Mountains NP Backpack Trip. Jerry
Atkinson 915-697-3807
Thanksgiving, Nov. 22-25. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Doug &
Glenda Rhodes 505-877-1159
New Years, Dcc.29-30. Apache Mountains. Leader to be
announced.
Notify the expedition leader, the area manager (Dick Venters, 505892-7370), or the supplies coordinator (Bill Ziegler, 505-262-0602)
least one week in advance.

a1

Lcchuguilla Precision Cave Survey, July 28-Aug. 4, Sept.1-8,
Nov.17-25. Call Jim Hardy 505-345-1709 (II) or Robert Babb 503224-8452 . Please give at least one week's notice.
MISSOURI
Aug. 18 -19; Sept. 15-16; Sept. 22-23; Oct. 20-21; Nov. 17-18.
Most trips an: based at the Ozark National Scenic Rivcrways. Notify
Scott !louse (314-287-4356) or Doug Baker (314-878-8831).
Frequent additional trip s will be scheduled for the National Forest
cave inventory project (sec p.15)

Notify Gary Schaecher (501-851-3864 W) or Pete Lindsley (214-7272497) a1 least one week in advance. We are limited to 21 people per
day in the cave; additional people will be assigned to other caves or to
surface duties.
MAMMOTH CAVE
August 3-6. Dan Raque 502-459-9456 (H), 587-0591 (W)
Labor Day, Aug. 31-Sept. 3. Jim Borden 301-869-9141
Columbus Day, October 5-8. Bob Osburn 314-772-5813
First and last dates are arrival and departure dates. Notify the
expedition leader or Operations Manager (Mel Park, 901-272-9393)
two weeks in advance.
CALIFORNIA
Lilburn:
August 18-19, Cartography, sinkhole survey(?) Carol Vesely and
Bill Farr, 818-357-6927
September 1-3, Cartography, sedimentology, cabin maintainancc;
John Tinsley, 415-329-4928 and Peter Basted(?), 415-327-2368
October 6-8, Cartography, sedimentology, hydrology; Bill and Peri
FrdlltZ, 415-356-8506
January 19, 1300hrs. Organizational meeting a1 chez Spiess; Mike
Spiess, 12215 N. Friant Road, Fresno, CA, 209-443-3321.
Lava Beds:
Labor Day, Sept. 1-3. Mike Sims, 503 -655-6609
Thanksgiving, Nov. 22-25. Janet Sowers, 415-528-6585
In addition to the scheduled expeditions, principle investigators
schedule whatever extra trips arc needed. To attend one of the above
expeditions, make arrangements with the expedition leader. For other
trips , call the investigator of the project you arc interested in.
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